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Article

Where does learning take place? The immediate answer is, 
of course, everywhere. Educational discourse today 
emphasizes the role of lifelong learning, which acknowl-
edges the ever-increasing access we have to mobile tech-
nologies and open educational resources, as well as the 
demand for constant personal improvement, as required by 
today’s knowledge society. However, in spite of the per-
ceived multiplication of learning opportunities available to 
young people, in the context where my research takes place 
in Catalonia, Spain, there is a serious problem with early 
school leaving. Nationally, the amount of students who do 
not study beyond compulsory education (i.e., after turning 
16) hovers at 30%, which is twice the European average 
(European Commission, 2011). The disconnect between 
possible learning practices and real student engagement 
reveals an uneasy relationship between formal and nonfor-
mal learning. As David Buckingham (2007) suggests, cer-
tain types of digital competence are not formally recognized 
in the traditional school curriculum, giving rise to a class of 
activity that some have come to label “invisible learning” 
(Cobo Romaní & Moravec, 2011).

While in this context invisible learning describes a range 
of practices using Web 2.0 (and Web 3.0) technologies, the 
term skillfully captures a wider pedagogical problem 
regarding the difficulty educational institutions have in rec-
ognizing the rich experiences of learning that young people 
engage in. According to Fernando Hernández-Hernández 
and Paulo Padilla-Petry (2013), this is one of the issues con-
tributing to the high drop-out rate in Spain. In their research, 
they problematize the discourse on school disaffection 

(which often rationalizes a student’s failure to meet school 
expectations) by studying children’s relationship to knowl-
edge. Namely, they draw on Bernand Charlot’s character-
ization of learning, seen not as a cognitive procedure but as 
a process that involves building a relationship between the 
self and the outside world. Re-framing the study of learning 
in this way means that the concern is no longer student 
achievement in a particular subject or activity. Instead, it 
entails reflecting with young people on their relationship 
with knowledge, both in and outside school. In other words, 
their project (and subsequently, my own) is interested in 
redefining learning not as a school activity but as the pro-
cess a learner-subject is involved in while deciphering and 
making meaningful connections with the world around her 
or him.1

This article will examine this latter mode of learning that 
often falls outside the realm of assessment, drawing on the 
philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari to explore 
ways to frame and represent the experience of becoming 
learner. This approach will involve, on one hand, weaving 
together a pedagogical framework that positions learning as 
a subjective, nomadic experience (rather than an educa-
tional outcome) and, on the other hand, by imagining strate-
gies for capturing, representing, and sharing these learning 
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practices. To this end, the article argues that social cartogra-
phy, as an arts-based research methodology, can encourage 
young people to reflect on their identity as learners and, 
ultimately, intervene in the social imaginary of learning.

The Eventful Space of Learning

To address the learner, rather than learning, is a mobile proj-
ect, one capable of giving an account of learning experi-
ences that transition within, beyond, through, and around 
formal educational settings. By relinquishing a physical 
site, our inquiry is freed to consider learning mobilities, 
which have destabilized the concept of the “classroom-as-
container,” interrupting notions about the time and place in 
which learning occurs (Leander, Phillips, & Headrick 
Taylor, 2010). As a spatial construct, the concept of mobili-
ties as an area of inquiry has been embraced recently within 
geography. Tim Cresswell (2010) argues that from a geo-
graphical perspective, mobility differs from more classical 
issues in the field, such as migration or transportation, 
which also involve movement. Unlike the latter terms, 
Cresswell claims that mobility is an emerging, interdisci-
plinary perspective that shifts the aim of geographical 
research; the ontological position of mobilities insists that 
mobility is a starting point, not an exception. To study 
mobilities therefore implies the use of so-called mobile 
methodologies: research that rejects working from fixed 
positions and which does not take boundedness for granted.

By not focusing on learning as a scholastic objective 
subject to assessment but as a multilocational and proces-
sual experience, mapping learning can be understood as one 
strategy for enacting a mobile methodology, one that 
accepts learning mobilities as a starting point for working 
with young people. When learning is seen as a social 
engagement, determined by participation, it is clear that its 
boundaries cannot be physically defined. While this has 
always been true, the wide adaptation of Web 2.0 technol-
ogy and the resulting connectedness of networked learners 
has complicated the notion that education takes place in 
school. Where, then, does learning take place? How can we 
discuss a space characterized by invisible learning? Mike 
Crang and Nigel Thrift (2000) introduced a way to address 
space determined by social activity, a so-called “eventful 
space” that “is less a limit than a creation of what it encir-
cles, more to do with doing than knowing . . . ” (p. 6). This 
term allows us to name a terrain that encompasses the rela-
tional activities of becoming-learner, the observation of 
which allows us to attend to the manner in which affinity 
and action generate learning landscapes.

Invoking the term eventful space is a way to imagine the 
itinerant space of the learner, as opposed to the fixed loca-
tion of the school. Michel de Certeau (1984) and his work 
on spatial appropriation offers a theoretical basis for this 
exercise. In his description of the grammar of movement, he 

demonstrates how transiting through the city is an embod-
ied strategy, on one hand subverting power structures and 
on the other creating new possibilities for inhabiting one’s 
surroundings.

The preambulatory gesture plays with spatial organizations, 
however panoptic . . . . It is through the opportunity [passages] 
afford of storing up pregnant silences and inarticulate stories 
. . . that local legends create exits, ways of leaving and 
re-entering, and thus habitable spaces. (de Certeau, 1984, pp. 
138-142)

de Certeau proposes a permanent negotiation between 
the (panoptic) power of urban space and the spontaneous 
(and subversive) act of occupying it. His argument doesn’t 
reject the potential of space to act as a dominant or norma-
tive force, yet he insists that everyday practices introduce 
new interpretations and meanings in any context. The spa-
tial strategies used by this author work as a metaphor for the 
movements of today’s learner-traveller, a subject who navi-
gates by following paths related to her or his interests, in 
routes that likely intersect with and also deviate from the 
formal school curriculum.

Nomadic Pedagogy

The eventful space emerges as a useful concept, referring to 
a territory defined by practice-based learning, inhabited by 
a network of people, ideas, and objects in movement. 
Thinking of place in terms of practice is a strategy for 
uprooting the inquiry and setting it in motion, to better fol-
low the mobile and transitory learning trajectories of young 
people. In particular, this perspective aims to recuperate and 
show the transgressions that occur in relation to school 
space, generating representations that identify learning as 
something that permeates, escapes from, and occurs beyond 
school walls.

If we think of the learner-traveller as a nomadic subject 
(or observe learning mobilities through the lens of nomadic 
pedagogy), we can interpret these practices as having a 
direct impact on the way we understand what learning is. As 
Deleuze and Guattari (1987/2004) have discussed, nomadic 
practices are conceptual and social manifestations that resist 
and challenge established power structures, emerging as 
truly Other to the logic of the State (or the School). 
Nomadology is not literally about traveling but about the 
subversive actions that defy, or at least resist, convention. 
Which is not to say that it does not involve movement; 
nomadic pedagogy frames learning as a process whereby 
learning is the change incurred when subjects enter into 
unfamiliar territory, in a process of discovery.

In relation to nomadic practices, the eventful space of 
learning becomes a space of experiential learning. As a 
space characterized by the potential it has to evoke change, 
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it comes to be defined by a double movement, where learn-
ing practices are displaced (becoming mobile) and where 
learning itself is its own form of displacement (i.e., a change 
in one’s worldview). In this context, learners as nomadic 
subjects are involved in becoming-other, engaging in a rela-
tionship with their surroundings in a process of (continual) 
deterritorialization.

From Site to Situation

In my role as teacher and researcher, I have found that 
reflecting on learning experiences with young people is not 
a straightforward task. Learning is an expansive term, one 
which quickly loses specificity when untethered from scho-
lastic objectives. To broach such an intangible topic, arts-
based research methodologies can be an effective tool. 
Using artistic methods invites the use of metaphor, evoca-
tive language, and the translation of the topic into different 
media, creating the groundwork for critical, creative, and 
reflexive practices that support this line of inquiry. Tom 
Barone suggests that arts-based research is successful at 
engaging with broad audiences and is therefore useful when 
developing collaborative research outside of academia. I 
follow his lead, looking to arts-based research as a way to 
develop “conspiratorial conversations” in the classroom, 
involving “a communion of agents engaged in exploratory 
discussions about possible and desirable worlds” (Barone, 
2008, p. 40). To this end, I argue that the arts-based element 
of creating social cartographies effectively encourages 
young people to re-imagine and re-write themselves as 
learners.

From within the broad field of arts-based research, a/r/
tography in particular provides an adept framework for 
studying the process of nomadic learning. The term a/r/tog-
raphy—introduced by a group of researchers from the 
Faculty of Education at the University of British Columbia—
is a mnemonic device that refers to the three identities (art-
ist/researcher/teacher) that are in play when engaging in a/r/
tographical research. Thus, this perspective responds to the 
nomadic pedagogy described earlier, as it is inherently con-
cerned with crossing boundaries; challenging established 
notions about what education, art, and research look like; 
and most importantly, calling for a deterritorialization of the 
researcher’s identity. Having evolved, in part, from action 
research, a/r/tography maintains a strong commitment to 
developing a collaborative, relational dynamic that pro-
duces the conditions for learning from within the investiga-
tion itself. In other words, “a/r/tographers are concerned 
with creating the circumstances that produce knowledge 
and understanding through artistic and educational inquiry-
laden processes” (Irwin & Springgay, 2008, pp. xxv-xxvi, 
italics in original.).

A/r/tographical research reclaims the status of art prac-
tice as a site for knowledge production. Asserting a 

learning-by-doing approach to collapse the separation 
between theory and practice, it proposes a process of 
knowledge building that combines “knowing (theoria), 
doing (praxis) and making (poesis)” (Irwin & Springgay, 
2008, p. xxiii). By emphasizing practice, the act of inquiry 
is set in motion, such that the journey is of equal impor-
tance to the end result. For this reason, a/r/tography 
emerges as a methodological framework that responds to 
the fluid and dynamic concept of nomadic pedagogy.

A/r/tography defines itself as a form of living inquiry, 
which involves working from a “continuous reflective and 
reflexive stance to engagement, analysis and learning” 
(Irwin & Springgay, 2008, p. xxix). This position has a 
strong pedagogical bent; casting research as living inquiry 
demystifies it, bringing research closer to our personal 
experiences and expanding the criteria regarding who pos-
sesses the acceptable know-how needed to produce knowl-
edge. At the same time, it redefines the finality of a research 
project. Rita Irwin and Stephanie Springgay advocate that, 
in addition to arguing for (or against) a thesis, research can 
also be modeled as an exegesis, diegesis, or mimesis. These 
three options—a critical interpretation, a narration/re-tell-
ing, or a showing, respectively—provide new answers to 
the questions: What does research achieve and what shape 
does it take?

An investigation that aims to map places of learning is 
not based on a hypothesis; it does not aim to clarify where 
learning takes place, or what the best conditions for learn-
ing are. Instead, it responds to the alternatives listed here, 
developing a diegesis and mimesis (a writing and a show-
ing) about places of learning. The introduction of other lan-
guages—visual, narrative, performatic, and so on—adds 
greater complexity to an inquiry and offers new ways to 
conceptualize pedagogical space. As a “methodology of 
embodiment, of continuous engagement with the world: 
one that celebrates and interrogates meaning . . . a living 
practice” (Irwin & Springgay, 2008, p. xxix), living inquiry 
reveals itself as Other to positivist ontological and episte-
mological perspectives, emerging as a nomadic practice, an 
organic, evolving force that drives the critical and creative 
tendencies of the artist/researcher/learner who is actively 
studying her or his own surroundings.

The way in which a/r/tography strives to not only pro-
duce knowledge, but generate the conditions needed for 
learning to take place, responds to my earlier claim citing 
the need for mobile methodologies (here mobility could be 
understood as an agility, the capability to respond and 
react). How does a/r/tography create such conditions? This 
is perhaps best illustrated by the descriptor methodology of 
situations (see Irwin et al., 2006). The word situation sym-
bolizes a conceptual shift, introducing into the notion of site 
(traditionally static) an attentiveness to relational space, 
where social, economic, cultural, and political processes 
intervene over time. This shift is designed to reflect the type 
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of knowledge generated through site-specific art projects, 
or work produced within the frame of relational aesthetics, 
which “break down the conventional relationships between 
artist, art work, and audience . . .,” such that, through par-
ticipation, “alternative modes of sociality are created” 
(Irwin & Springgay, 2008, p. xxvi). A methodology of situ-
ations is developed through social interactions (being with), 
where learning “is never predictable and is understood to be 
a participation in the world, a kind of co-evolution of those 
learning together” (Irwin & Springgay, 2008, p. xxvii).

According to this characterization, doing a/r/tographi-
cal research is a way of constructing an eventful space of 
learning. As demonstrated by the slash (“/”), a/r/tography 
mobilizes the in-between spaces between art, research, 
and education, locating research in a contiguous dynamic 
of collaborative practice. This practice constructs and 
deconstructs different relational configurations in and 
through time, reflecting the nomadic experience of 
becoming-learner.

Place-Making

Deleuze and Guattari (1987/2004) observe that nomadic 
practices result in “the drawing of a creative line of flight, 
the composition of a smooth space and of the movement of 
people in that space” (p. 466). Committing to nomadic 
inquiry gives rise to the creation of an alternative geogra-
phy, leading us to explore the way in which research is itself 
a way to create space. Sara Pink’s work with sensorial eth-
nographic methods provides a model, like a/r/tography she 
offers an example of how to approach mobile learning 
through method. By situating the ethnographer not as an 
observer but as an active participant who engenders her or 
his place of study, Pink (2008) suggests that all ethno-
graphic research is a form of “place-making” (p. 176).

Place-making recognizes that our way of being in the 
world is the basic condition that identifies and gives mean-
ing to place, echoing Cresswell (1996) who argues that 
“places do no have intrinsic meanings and essences . . . the 
meanings of place are created through practice” (p. 17). In 
terms of a research methodology, place-making gives eth-
nographic practice the double task of, on one hand, under-
standing how a group of people signify space through 
practice and, on the other, demonstrating and giving an 
account of this signification through the ethnography itself. 
This proposal is appealing because it acknowledges the 
active role of the researcher not only as an interpreter, but as 
one of many actors in the place of study. In this sense, place-
making shares with a/r/tography an understanding that 
research creates the place of inquiry, to study it. In a context 
where the goal of the research is to study learning spaces 
with students, place-making explicitly shows that that these 
imagined territories are not external to the research itself. 
Instead, the research process creates a learning space that 

can be used to experiment with and experience the eventful 
space of learning.

If we recognize, therefore, that the researcher’s gaze is 
implicit in constructing the notion of place, how can we rec-
oncile space as both subjective and collective? Pink (2008) 
addresses the problematic of studying place when it is at 
once a personal (i.e., one’s sense of place), while at the 
same time remains commonly identifiable by a group. She 
writes,

It is impossible to directly access the imaginations of others, to 
know precisely if and how an imagined “irreal” future is shared 
by a “collective” . . . To gain a sense of the complexity that a 
“collective imagination” might involve, I suggest thinking of 
entangled individual imaginations, inspired by the same verbal 
discourses, written texts, phenomenological contexts and 
material reality. (Pink, 2008, p. 183)

Pink uses Tim Ingold’s (2007) description of place as 
constituted through entangled pathways to think about how 
place is both experiential and identifiable. She reconciles 
this dichotomy by picturing how the social fabric influences 
and shapes the different interwoven threads of individual 
experience. As enacted by her urban tour of Mold according 
to local inhabitants’ adherence to the Cittàslow movement, 
by narrating different ways of passing through and inter-
preting a place, Pink deterritorializes it. This is not a swap 
of one power structure for another, but rather the creation of 
an opening in a newly destabilized understanding of shared 
space, to allow for the recognition of entangled individual 
imaginations.

Like Pink achieves through place-making, social cartog-
raphy can be used to focus on the subjective qualities that 
give places meaning, bringing them to light by providing 
first-person accounts of the different ways of being and 
learning. In doing so, the act of mapping encourages partici-
pants to narrate themselves as learners in relation to their 
day-to-day practices and surroundings.

Social C/a/r/tographies and the 
Rhizome2

It must be noted, however, that creating maps is not a neu-
tral practice. As a form of representation, the history of the 
map has been closely tied to positions of power (of the Sate) 
and has been traditionally associated with promoting a 
totalizing vision. Confronting this issue, Crystal Bartolovich 
(1996/2000) argues that it is this very legitimacy that makes 
the map an ideal medium for contesting or destabilizing 
power structures. I agree that is it important to appropriate 
legitimized modes of communication and furthermore, I 
would also argue that today, it is widely accepted that a map 
is a representation, and never an “objective” transcription of 
the territory it portrays. Martin Liebman and Rolland G. 
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Paulston (1993), working from the field of comparative 
education, have written widely on the benefits of creating 
social cartographies, arguing that mapping allows for the 
creation of multiple, micro-narratives whose visual repre-
sentations can be “an effective method for counter hege-
monic boundary work” (p. 11). They argue that social 
cartographies can “portray the mapper’s perceptions of the 
social world, locating in it multiple and diverse intellectual 
communities, leaving to the reader not a truth, but a cogni-
tive art, the artist’s scholarship resulting in a cultural por-
trait” (Paulston, 1996/2000, p. 14). Following Liebman and 
Paulston’s logic, a mapping exercise can de-authorize the 
modernist narrative about the function of a school (teach-
ing-based learning) and offer a vision of the learning-based 
processes of each student. This serves as a strategy for 
bringing together contradictory knowledges and generating 
heterogeneous spheres of understanding.

As I have established, my interest in social cartography 
arises from the geophilosophy of Deleuze and Guattari. 
After all, one of Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987/2004) most 
prolific concepts, the rhizome, is a map. However, this map 
has an important characteristic; it does not represent but 
rather produces a given milieu; “[t]he map does not depict 
the unconscious closed in upon itself; it constructs the 
unconscious. It fosters connections between fields . . . ” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987/2007, p. 13). This generative, 
performative quality is implicit in my argument in favor of 

social cartography, where mapping learning is not merely 
an exercise in representation but, rather, involves develop-
ing an awareness of one’s identity as a learner.

To illustrate this point, I will briefly comment on a map 
produced by a group of students in the undergraduate course 
“Arts-Based Research,” which I co-teach with Fernando 
Hernández-Hernández at the Faculty of Fine Arts, at the 
University of Barcelona. For their final project, a group of 
students created an installation that represented the experi-
ence of taking the class (Figure 1). This was a rather com-
plex undertaking and the result captured three levels of the 
class experience, portraying the course in the traditional 
sense (the course material as listed in the syllabus), the 
experience of carrying out a collaborative research project 
that students were involved in throughout the semester, and 
the social experience of taking and participating in the class 
itself.

The result was an interactive installation that combined 
different visual strategies including a color code that corre-
sponded to the three foci listed earlier; texts with “key con-
cepts” and quotes taken from readings, student writings, 
and class discussions; images, again both from class mate-
rial and student-produced material; and finally, yarn that 
was used to weave the images and text together. The yarn 
was kept in front of the installation, at the viewers’ disposal, 
so that the map changed over time, in response to viewers’ 
interpretations/interventions.

Figure 1. Partial view of the map of the experiences and relationships generated during the course Arts-Based Research, installed in 
the classroom.
Source. Photograph by the author.
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While building the installation, the students struggled 
with how to give their compilation of images and text a final 
structure. They found a solution when they discovered the 
concept of the rhizome (suggested by the professors), which 
allowed them to generate a nonhierarchic representational 
format that didn’t threaten to over-simplify the object of 
study. The rhizome in particular is cited through the use of 
the yarn, which is key for allowing all points in the map to 
be connected to all other points, and for signifying that the 
relationships the yarn represents can always be subject to a 
reordering. Through the design and public exhibition of the 
installation, I consider the cartography to be not only the 
map itself, but the entire process of discovering and sharing 
the different social, practical, and theoretical knowledges 
that constituted the class experience (Figure 2).

Deleuze (1997/1993) writes that “a list or constellation 
of affects, an intensive map, is a becoming” (p. 16). This 
observation resonates with the example just provided. If 
affects in this context refer to a person’s capacity to act 
(Bonta & Protevi, 2006, pp. 49-50), then mapping, as illus-
trated here, is a way to capture the event of becoming-
learner. Doing social c/a/r/tography is, in effect, a way to 
create an eventful space (Deleuze and Guattari might use 
the term haecceity) that does not fix an experience but mul-
tiplies it, allowing the material (texts and images) to be con-
stantly reconfigured through different interventions with 
the yarn. This example of a rhizomatic representation of the 
learning experience illustrates how mapping becomes a 
way to inquire into one’s personal learning process without 
resulting in a reductive, closed interpretation.

Learning Imaginaries

Previously, I expressed interest in the potential for social 
cartographies to intervene in our learning imaginaries. The 

social imaginary, according to Charles Taylor (2004), 
describes the broad conceptualization people have about 
themselves, their collective life, and society. An imaginary 
is not reality as such, but rather our way of comprehending 
what reality is, a common understanding that can become 
so entrenched as to appear self-evident, hiding the fact that 
there could be any other way of explaining the world. By 
extending this line of thought toward a social imaginary of 
learning, cartographies are a resource that could disrupt 
common understandings of education by giving an account 
of nomadic learning.

By addressing the social imaginary, this project positions 
itself politically, in keeping with the nomadic resistance to 
normative views of learning. At stake are questions regard-
ing the validity of learning subjects’ lived experiences. In 
this sense, Rosi Braidotti’s work is particularly informative, 
in that she engages with Deleuzian notions of becoming 
without losing sight of embodied experiences. Braidotti 
(2006) argues that “producing a cartography is a way of 
embedding critical practice in a specific situated perspec-
tive, avoiding universalistic generalizations and grounding 
it so as to make it accountable” (p. 79). In her work, cartog-
raphies stem from a politics of location, a practice that ties 
nomadic knowledges to the contextualized and unique 
nature of individual subjects. As do the specific examples I 
drew on earlier, both from a/r/tography (see Irwin et al., 
2006) and Pink’s sensorial ethnography, Braidotti reminds 
us that the practice of social cartography grounds the con-
ceptual, often highly abstract, lexicon introduced by 
Deleuze and Guattari.

By starting from the assumption that we are all engaged 
in different, overlapping communities of practice, social 
cartographies recuperate our entangled, individual imagina-
tions, bringing more complexity and nuance to the (norma-
tive) social imaginary of learning. From this perspective, 

Figure 2. Social c/a/r/tography: Generating rhizomatic relationships by making and sharing a map of collaborative learning.
Source. Photographs by the author (right) and Fernando Hernández-Hernández (left).
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mapping is a critical exercise, whose accumulation could 
lead to a better understanding of diverse learning land-
scapes. Yet, more than that, this arts-based methodology is 
an invitation for students to write themselves and establish 
their place in the world. By working from a nomadic (het-
erogeneous and transitory) understanding of learning, mak-
ing social cartographies enact ways of becoming-learner.

Becoming-Learner

This article has explored strategies for using social cartog-
raphy to study, with young people, the nomadic, relational 
experience of learning. In particular, it argues that arts-
based research methodologies are effective in turning a col-
laborative research experience into an eventful space of 
learning. Although I have stated that I look to social cartog-
raphy as one way to address disaffection among youth in 
secondary school, my intention is not to illustrate a utopian 
vision of so-called 21st century learning that promotes an 
ideal type of learning environment. Nor is the exercise 
intended as a way to generate attractive visual artifacts that 
prove youth involvement.3 Rather, the pedagogical contri-
bution of mapping learning has to do with the making of the 
maps—in terms of allowing participants to write them-
selves as learners, broadening that term to mean something 
more than student.

In a similar fashion, it bears reminding that the playful 
language used by Deleuze and Guattari is more than an aes-
thetic word game. The educational discourse on learning 
mobilities addresses the extent to which important learning 
experiences also take place on-line, outside school. 
However, the concept of invisible learning—that is, that 
which escapes the pedagogical relationship—goes beyond 
the problem of recognizing students’ digital competence. 
The issue at stake is articulated by Dennis Atkinson (2011), 
who has observed that

within teaching and learning contexts it is quite possible for 
there to be learners whose ontological status of learners is not 
recognized so their potential for becoming is constrained and 
therefore they have no (or marginal) existence within the 
pedagogical space. (p. 13)

From this observation, it should become clear that the 
most tangible benefits of taking a nomadic approach to the 
study of learning come from the doing, the act of engaging 
in living inquiry. This exercise requires deterritorialization, 
which is the very disruption that allows learning to take 
place. By charting a rhizomatic set of relationships between 
themselves and others, young people engaged in social car-
tography generate alternative geographies that acknowl-
edge their state of becoming-learners.

I strongly believe that arts-based research can contribute 
an evocative, metaphorical language that allows us to 

imagine ourselves differently. As a case in point, the portrait 
of transgressive, nomadic learning I have painted in this 
article reveals my own imaginary of learning. But there are 
other ways to capture this idea. Through critical reflection 
and creative work, arts-based research gives students the 
opportunity to rethink the role of learning in their lives, 
turning social cartographies into a filter for understanding 
how we build and sustain our sense of self in relation to the 
world around us.
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Notes

1. Semantically, this is an easier distinction to make in Spanish, 
where the noun aprendizaje refers to learning that is subject 
to assessment, whereas the term el aprender refers to the 
learning experience, broadly understood without direct peda-
gogical connotations. Throughout the article, I will use learn-
ing to refer to aprender, not aprendizaje.

2. I would like to thank one of the blind reviewers of this article 
for suggesting the term c/a/r/tography.

3. I specifically wish to avoid the type of “youth involvement” 
that appropriates young people’s voices to legitimize an argu-
ment and make it more attractive. This type of practice can 
be seen, for example, in a number of European Commission 
initiatives, such as the Youth on the Move initiative, or the 
Generation 1992 campaign, which invite young people to 
compete for appealing prizes by contributing creative pro-
ductions (poster designs, testimonials, audiovisual mate-
rial, etc.). These productions, which inevitably celebrate the 
initiative, are then used as publicity to further promote any 
European Commission activities and objectives.
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